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ABSTRACT
Unlike conventional desktop simulations which have constrained interaction, immersive Virtual
Reality (VR) allows users to freely move and interact with objects. In this paper we discuss a work-inprogress system that ‘virtually’ records participants movement and actions within a simulation. This
system recovers and rebuilds recorded data on request, accurately replaying individual participants
motions and actions in the simulation. Observers can review this reconstruction using an unrestricted
virtual camera and if necessary, observe changes from recorded input devices. Reconstruction of each
participants’ skeleton structure was created using tracked input devices. We conclude that our system
offers detailed recreation of high-level knowledge and visual information of participant actions during
simulations.
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INTRODUCTION
Reviewing VR simulations allows insight into participant performance [5] and determine the cause
and effect relationships from participant actions [5]. Unlike desktop computers, VR equipment has
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Figure 1: Screenshot capture from video
comparison showing real-time video capture of a simulation and rebuilt capture using Virtual Observation. The full
video can be viewed here: youtu.be/
NLGKC60qCGY . The Virtual Observation
system can be included in any SteamVR
compatible Unity project by adding the
VO component to the default VR camera rig setup and linking the input states
of the developers/researchers interaction
system (so the actions can be recorded
and later replicated). Recorded data can
be stored in XML or Json file formats and
supports all VR headsets and tracked controllers that are compatible with SteamVR
and the Unity game engine.
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six-degrees of freedom [8]. Because of VR’s unrestricted movement, usability issues are common for
inexperienced users [8]. To observe participants using VR an observer would need to be present to
take notes or record the participant. This type of observation is difficult, requires large data storage,
can impact the simulation performance and offers limited insight of the participants experience.
Experiencing the exact perspective of participants induces motion sickness on the observer [7].
Observations can be conducted from mirrored perspectives of VR participants on 2D-screens. But
these recordings can not guarantee knowledge of the state and location of the input devices when
they are not visible limiting studies outside laboratory conditions. Video recording participants offers
a visual clarity of their movement in VR, but are fixed in position and require to be paired and synced
with other data to be of any use.
This paper details an initial validation phase on our work-in-progress into virtually observing participants in VR simulations. The term ‘Virtual Observation’ (VO) is used as we are not observing the
participant themself, instead we observe the input movement and actions conducted by the user
during the simulation. Collected input and movement data is used to re-create their exact experience
in the simulation with synced actions and approximate movement. In the following sections we
discuss our ‘Virtual Observation’ system and review the re-created simulations.
RELATED WORK
Research interest to review VR simulations is not new. Goldberg, Knerr and Grosse [4] used early
implementations of VR technology to replay and review army training simulations in an effort to
measure participants performance. More recently Lopez et al. [7] used a technique that creates and
stores animation of movement and object manipulations conducted by the participant. Lopez et al.’s
[7] system is restricted at re-creating the motions of the simulation, lacking high-level knowledge
(user input or device information) of functionary events or actions. Without high-level knowledge it is
difficult to detect usability issues in an interaction system.
Jung et al. [6] also developed a system that aims at creating re-usable animations for animating 3D
character models. Jung et al.’s [6] recorded data posture combines the motion of the participant from
tracking devices and pre-determined input states for grasping an identified object. Like Lopez et al.
[7], Jung et al.’s [6] pre-defined input and interaction objects limit the high-level information that can
be gathered from observing the animations.
Both Lopez et al. [7] and Jung et al.’s [6] methods are limited and for in-depth analysis of participants
actions in a simulation high-level data (input and states) is necessary.
THE VIRTUAL OBSERVATION SYSTEM
‘Virtual Observation’ (VO) combines unrestricted observation of participants [3] with a form of
action capture [6, 7] allowing participants to be observed from any perspective. Rather than storing
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Figure 2: Rebuilding the simulation from
recorded data using the Unity Engine
(only engine supported by the VO system
at the moment). States are derived from
this data and determine how the participant interacted with the virtual environment. Input states are overlaid from the
Unity UI for visual clarity.

Figure 3: Screenshot of a participant in a
default standing pose putting out a fire
in the rebuilt simulation (see Figure 2 for
alternative angle). (left) Participant skeleton pose. (right) Participant skeleton pose
with held items.
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information of an entire environment, VO records participants movement and input changes. The
major contribution of our VO system is that unlike [6] and [7], which record the motion of interacted
virtual objects, only participants inputs and tracking information is recorded by the system. The
motion of the virtual object participants interact with is reconstructed by our VO system from the
participants input. VO allows individual simulations to be replayed, giving an insight on how exactly
the participant acted during the simulation. However, any object that has unpredictable movement,
such as a non-player controlled character or sensitive physics affected objects, may not be the same
during the re-built simulation. To address this, any unpredictable object can be tracked separately.
Positional and rotational data of the HMD and controllers is recorded at a fixed frame rate interval
of 100 milliseconds (which can be modified by altering the refresh rate of the game engine). Virtual
Observation must be integrated into the application during the development cycle prior to release.
When a modified input state is detected, an input action key is recorded, which stores the motion of
the controllers and the VR manager with the current input modifications. During the simulation VR
configuration data is stored to allow for tracking play-space and headset information to be analysed.
Rebuilt simulations use participant data-sets to replicate the movement and actions of the input
devices, see Figure 2. Participant movement is smoothed between action and movement frames capture
points to animate the movement of the controllers and HMD. During instances of input changes, the
position and rotation of the controllers is forcibly set to ensure that interaction is correctly mapped at
the exact position and orientation recorded and is not affected by any delays or gaps in the animation
smoothing process.
Using Unity’s Inverse Kinematic (IK) system, an estimated skeleton posture of the participant is
created using the rebuilt tracking points from the VR equipment, see Figure 3, these tracking points
map the head and hand locations of the participant to an avatar for real-time animation.
To observe participants, the observer controls a 3D virtual camera to explore the virtual environment.
This allows to observe from any view the participants re-constructed actions and device motions
during the replay. To reproduce a participant simulation the rendering and update of the Unity game
engine had to be checked to prevent positional data from being set or timed incorrectly from the
original data time-stamps. This required to modify the fixed update cycle of the Unity engine which
we set to update every 0.01 seconds. The simulation should be assessed to ensure that frame intervals
are acceptable for the needs of the simulation recording.
METHODOLOGY
To evaluate our ‘Virtual Observation’ system we created a fire training simulation that aims to
teach participants safety protocols. After obtaining ethical approval, we conducted a study with 12
participants in our lab controlled environment using an HTC Vive with a wireless TPCast attachment.
Two GoPro Hero 4 cameras were setup at opposite areas of the controlled VR play-space area to
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Figure 4: Side by side comparison of
an estimated skeleton posture obtained
from our system (left) and a participants
posture from GoPro video footage with
OpenCV’s pose estimation (right). The accuracy of the estimated skeleton posture
will deteriorate as and when the participant moves untracked joints of their body.
In our case, the lack of torso tracking
caused the entire structure to rotate to
match that of the HMD. Because feet and
knee joints were untracked the IK system
estimated the position of the knee joints
relative to the ground and height of the
HMD. Therefore, if the participant moved
their feet from the default standing pose
as seen above, the lower parts of the body
would decrease in accuracy.
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video record a complete view of the tracked VR play-space and participant. Desktop screen-capture of
participants perspective during the simulation was recorded at pre-determined interaction sections.
In the training simulation participants were scored summatively on their performance from a grading
system that assessed objectives completion.
Tracked motion and input data was instantly stored online making data available for analysis if a
participant left or stopped the study early, offering a potential insight on what they did prior to exiting
the application. A training stage familiarised participants with controls and the necessary safety
protocols. After successfully completing all training tasks, participants performed a search task in a
different virtual environment aiming at locating and extinguishing fires.
To rebuild the simulation, participants data were loaded using the unique ID code, allowing to replicate
participants use of the input devices and to rebuild the simulation as experienced by the participant.
To assess and validate our virtual observational software, five frames were identified for each participant (see Table 1). These frames were guaranteed points of interaction that were completed by
all participants. Using Arbib’s [1] action equation, we assessed simulation rebuilding accuracy by
comparing similarities between the actual participant recordings and rebuilt recording.
Assessment of the skeleton posture was conducted by comparing screen-shots from when the actions
were started as indicated by the input state. GoPro footage was synced to match simulation time with
screen-shots taken and processed using OpenCV’s PoseEstimation with default settings to estimate
each participants skeleton posture (see Figure 4), which was used as the valid structural target. These
OpenCV estimations were then compared to same frame screen-shots from our estimation IK software.
Joints were classified valid (1) if their relative positioning from connected joints was structurally
similar to the OpenCV joint for position and bend. Miss-aligned joints on the Unity IK structure
were marked as invalid (0). Percentages were calculated by adding all valid joints for each frame and
dividing them by the total number of joints, giving the overall percentage for each frame joint. Any
OpenCV skeleton posture that was visibly miss-calculated was removed (12 images were removed)
from the analysis. Table 1 gives a scoring for the evaluation of each frame assessed.
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FINDINGS

Table 1: Averaged percentage values of
skeleton estimation from comparing
OpenCV’s reconstructions from GoPro
frames and estimated pose from VO.
Frames were captured by the registered
instance of an action being induced.
The following frames were selected for
comparison since these interactions
were completed by all participants: 1.
Opening garage door. 2. Opening house
door. 3. Picking up fire extinguisher. 4.
Extinguishing fire. 5. Pressing review
simulation button. A high-accuracy value
indicates that estimated joints were
almost identical visually. Forty-eight
images were compared as part of the analysis (twelve were removed as OpenCV
failed to calculate a skeleton posture
from the GoPro capture). Lack of torso
tracking decreased the accuracy of the
estimated IK skeleton structure, causing
joint estimations to decrease in accuracy
the further the joint was from a tracked
point. However, because participants
often assumed a default stance (Figure
4), the lack of feet or torso tracking was
mostly negligible, but would deteriorated
for participants whom varied from this
stance.
Frame
Torso
L-Arm
R-Arm
L-Knee
R-Knee

1
88%
94%
96%
94%
92%

2
96%
94%
96%
96%
96%

3
94%
90%
96%
94%
96%

4
100%
100%
100%
98%
98%

5
92%
94%
98%
96%
96%

The ability to observe approximate poses and skeleton postures without restrictions offered insight into
the motions of participants in the training simulation allowing for discovery of how and potentially
why a user failed to complete an objective. We were able to identify numerous cases of participants
failing to interact with objects and/or using the wrong input command/button. We were able to
observe that fire extinguishers were frequently mishandled, likely produced by ‘magical interaction’
[2] which removes the senses of weight and cumbersomeness from real-life equipment. Participants
also frequently attempted to interact with objects in incorrect positions.
From a developer standpoint, the ability to view and replay the exact input, actions and movement
of participants offers the chance to directly observe the process that lead to bugs or errors. In our
case, we noticed that if a participant activated the fire extinguisher but then dropped it, the fire
extinguisher would continue to be active spraying foam. We also observed numerous cases of people
failing to follow instructions and protocols for safety procedures. From our pre-defined scoring system
alone, which looked at goal completion, we would have incorrectly assumed all participants followed
safety protocols as instructed. Half of our participants would have failed the real-life counterpart
training for improper handling of safety equipment or dangerous movement.
Accuracy of the skeleton posture, see Table 1, varied by stance. Head and hands were tracked accurately
with data provided from the VR equipment. The posture of the estimated skeleton derived from the
position and rotation of the headset which all other joint estimations relied upon. Due to the lack of
torso tracking the IK system occasionally miss-calculated the locations of the arm and knee joints.
Although the skeleton reconstruction is not perfect yet, the strength of this work-in-progress is its
ability to reconstruct the actions of the participant during the simulation. A demonstration video
(Figure 1) shows a comparison between the rebuilt simulation camera and the screen-capture recording.
Developers and researchers can use VO to analyse feasibility and usability of systems. Examiners of
training simulations can use the data to check and assess how participants have completed training
procedures and verify they are correctly handling equipment/protocols. VO allows future comparison
between participant performance or to assess if a bug present in the recording has been fixed. On
average, each participant submitted a data-set of around 80MB for the simulation which took ten
to fifteen minutes to complete. Data-set vary depending on participants actions and length in the
simulation. In all cases, these data-sets were by large smaller than GoPro video recordings which
were around 5.8GB for each participant and screen-recording of around 500MB for 30 seconds.
CONCLUSION
This paper details our work-in-progress VO software. VO records data from VR simulations and
reconstructs the experience using users actions and motions. Our findings indicate that rebuild
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simulations were almost identical to the original simulation (see Figure 5). We conclude that these
recordings are on par with [7], but offer greater insight into high-level technical details of the simulation
(how the actions of the user affect the simulation procedure), offering context from cause and effect
relationships of participants actions [5].
Using only two controllers and a VR headset as tracking devices, the reconstructed skeleton structure
of participants varied in quality depending on the posture of the participant. Lack of torso tracking
often limited accurate estimation of the body orientation and stance.
Lack of finger tracking on the controller limits the observation of controllers usability as non-registered
input on the controllers can not be tracked.
We conclude that virtual observation of reconstructed simulations is a highly effective and versatile
tool for researchers and developers, with reconstructed participant actions almost identical to real
performance. In the future an ‘in the wild’ study will be conducted to assess the viability of virtually
observing participants outside of laboratory conditions. Further on this research will be expanded
to determine if and how such a system could be incorporated directly into a evaluation system that
provides instant feedback [5]. Additional tracking devices and features (eye-tracking, torso, audio)
will be included to improve data acquisition.

Figure 5: (top) Screenshot capture from
screen-recording of participant. (bottom)
Screenshot of the HMD FoV of the rebuilt
simulation from the same participant.
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